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All the overgroups of a 2-dimensional unitary TU(2, K, Q, L) in GL(2, K) are 
determined for an arbitrary division ring K. 0 1992 Academic PKSS, Inc. 
According to a theorem in Aschbacher’s paper [ 11, the following two 
things are to be done to complete the classification of the maximal sub- 
groups of finite classical groups. One thing is to investigate the maximality 
of the subgroups in Aschbacher’s classes C, - C8 defined in [ 11. This is 
done in Kleidman and Liebeck [2]. The other thing is to determine all the 
maximal subgroups M with nonabelian simple F*(M)‘s. G. Seitz has done 
work on this and has obtained results for the case when F*(M)‘s are sim- 
ple algebraic groups (see [3]). I have, too, done work on the maximality 
of the subgroups in Aschbacher’s classes; however, my results are for the 
classical groups over arbitrary fields (not necessarily finite) or sometimes 
over arbitrary division rings (see [4-71). 
This paper is concerning Aschbacher’s class Cg, which consists of the 
simplectic, orthogonal or unitary groups embedded in a linear group, and 
the orthogonal groups embedded in a symplectic group in characteristic 2. 
For a classical group over a field, there have been a number of known 
results about the maximality of these subgroups (e.g., see [8-121). For an 
arbitrary division ring K and a dimension n 3 3, I have determined in [ 131 
all the overgroups of a unitry group TU(n, K, Q, L) in GL(n, K). Here 
in this paper I shall settle the remaining case n = 2, determining the 
overgroups of a TU(2, K, Q, L) in GL(2, K). The definition of the group 
TU(n, K, Q, L) is as follows. 
Let K be a division ring with an involutory anti-automorphism J: u H a, 
F the center of K. Let V be an n-dimensional left space over K, equipped 
with a non-degenerate trace-valued e-hermitian form f, where E = f 1 E K*. 
f determines a unitary group lJ(n, K, f) = {g E GL( V) ) f(xg, yg) =f(x, y) 
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for all x, YE V}. Denote AE= {u-.stiIa~K} and A’= {a~Klti= -~a}. 
Write f(x, y) = q(x, y) + &q(y, x) for all x, y E V and a J-sesquilinear form 
q on V. Define a function Q(x)=q(x, x) on V. Then ,f‘(x, ,)= 
Q(x +Y) - Q(x) - Q(u) - (q(yt xl- My, xl) = Q(-Y + Y) - Q(x) - Q(y) 
(mod A,). When nE # K, f‘ is uniquely determined by Q and E, called the 
a-hermitian form associated with Q. For each proper additive subgroup L 
of K satisfying A,: E L c A’ and aLri c L for all u E K, we define a group 
U(n, K, Q, L) = { gE GL(n, K) 1 Q(xg) = Q(x) (mod L) for all x E V}, called 
the unitary group of the pseudo-quadratic form [Q]: V+ K/L defined by 
[Q]x = Q(x) + L. (The definition of a pseudo-quadratic form and its 
unitary group can be found in [14]. For more detailed discussion of the 
properties of this group, see [13].) U(n, K, Q, L) is a subgroup of the 
unitary group U(n, K, f) of the a-hermitian form h and it coincides with 
U(n, K, f) when L = A’# K. We shall also admit the case L = K when 
/i” = K# A, (i.e., char K= 2 and U(n, K, f) = Sp(n, K, f)), and define 
U(n, K, Q, K) = U(n, K, f) in this case. U(n, K, Q, L) < U(n, K, ,f) can hold 
only when L #A’; thus A,, # A”, which is possible only when char K= 2 
and Fg A’. 
In the special case A,: = 0 (thus J = 1 and E = 1 ), U(n, K, Q, 0) is just the 
orthogonal group O(n, K, Q) determined by the quadratic form Q. In this 
paper we shall exclude the case A” = 0 = A,, which holds if and only if 
char K # 2 and U(n, K, f) = O(n, K, f). Namely, we only consider the case 
A” # 0; thus we can replace J by J, : a H e ‘tie for a 0 # e E A”, and replace 
f, Q, L by fe, Qe, Le, respectively, without changing the groups U(n, K, f) 
and U(n, K, Q, L), to reduce to the case E = - 1, where (,fe)(x, y) = 
fk ~)e and (Qe)(x)= Q(xk f or all x,y~V, and Le= {seIsEL}. 
Moreover, when L # 0 we can choose the above e = s ’ for a 0 # s E L to 
make 1 EL. Now nE = A -’ is the set KJ of all the elements in K fixed by 
J, while A, = A _, is the set Tr K of all the traces Tr a = a + 5 (a E K). And 
we may assume 1 E Tr K when Tr K # 0. Thus Tr K contains all the norms 
aii= al5 (a E K). Tr K is a vector space of the field F,= Fn K,, since 
sTrK=Tr(sK)ETrKfor allsEF,. And F,=F,lrTrK. 
A vector XE V with Q(x)E L will be called L-singular, which is 
necessarily isotropic (with respect to f). A subspace W of V entirely 
consisting of L-singular vectors is said to be totally L-singular, which is 
necessarily totally isotropic. When L = A’ # K, the L-singularity is equiv- 
alent to the isotropicity. All the maximal totally L-singular subspaces of V 
have the same dimension v, called the Witt index of the pseudo-quadratic 
form [Q]: V -+ V/L, denoted by v( Q, L). We have v(Q, A’) = v(S), and we 
abbreviate v(Q) = v(Q, A,). When L # 0 and v(Q, L) > 1, U(n, K, Q, L) 
contains all the unitary transvections p,,,: x H x +f(x, U)SU with Q(U) E L 
and SE L. All these pU,$ (Q(u)EL an d s E L) generate a normal subgroup 
TU(n, K, Q, L) of U(n, K, Q, L). When L = K,, TU(n, K, Q, L) is just the 
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group TU(n, K, j) generated by all the unitary transvections in U(n, K, f). 
When char K= 2 and J= 1, U(n, K, Q, L) is an orthogonal group 
associated with a quadratic form Q and a K2-subspace L of K, while 
TU(n, K, Q, L) is the commutator group of U(n, K, Q, L). In this case we 
also write U(n, K, Q, L) as O(n, K, Q, L), and write TU(n, K, Q, L) as 
Q(n, K, Q, L). 
Our purpose is to determine the overgroups of TU(n, K, Q, L) in 
GL(n, K). This was done in [13] when n 3 3, and was done in [lo] by 
0. King when K is a field. In this paper we shall settle the remainding case 
n =2 and K is non-commutative. So, in the following we shall always 
assume n = dim V= 2. But we need not exclude the commutative K’s in our 
proof. We shall treat an arbitrary division ring K, including a treatment 
much simpler than that in [lo] for the commutative case. However, we 
shall exclude the case K = F,, which was settled in Dickson [ 151. 
THEOREM 1. Let K he a division ring M’ith center F, N = TU(2, K, Q, L,) 
with respect to an involution J: a H 5 qf K. Let N < X < GL(2, K). Then one 
of the ,following holds. 
(i) Xr> SL(2, K); 
(ii) Xp TU(2, K, Q, L)for an LzL,; 
(iii) N=52(2, K, Q, L,) =Q(2, K,, Q, L,) over the subfield K, of K 
generated bv L,, X e 52(2, E, Q, L) f or an L 2 Lo and a subfield E of K 
containing L; 
(iv) K is a generalized quaternion ring over F, N = SL(2, F), 
XpSL(2, F(a)) for an CCEK\F, or Xt>52(2, F(E), Q,, L,) for some Q,, 
L , , or X r> TU( n, K, f ,  ) for an f ,  with respect to an involution J, : a H e ~ ‘tie 
qf K (O#eEK*); 
(v) N=SU(2,3*)=SL(2,3), X,‘{+l}z4,. 
COROLLARY 1. Let K be an arbitrary division ring with center F. Then 
the normalizer of SU(2, K, f) (with the Witt index v(f) = 1) is a maximal 
subgroup of SL(2, K), except in the case when K is a generalized quaternion 
division ring of characteristic 2 and SU(2, K, f) = SL(2, F). 
In our proof we need the following two lemmas, 
LEMMA 1. Let K be a skew-field with center F # K, and let L he an 
additive subgroup of K satisfying Tr K E L E KJ and aLti & L for all a E K. 
Then, L generates K as a ring when K g F. When L c F, K is a generalized 
quaternion ring over F, and F = Tr K = L. 
Proof: Let R be the ring generated by L. Since t= L we know i?= R. 
For each O#aER we have a-‘a-‘ETrKcLcR and CER; thus 
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a 1 =a -‘a-’ . ti E R. This shows that R is a division ring. For each 
aEK* and SEL, from asGEL and a-la- ‘EL we know that asa ‘= 
asti.a a-’ 1 E R. So aRap’ E R for all a E K*, which implies R = K 
when R p F. When R G F (i.e., L c F), each XE K satisfies a quadratic 
equation x2 - bx + c = 0 with the coefficients b = x + X E F and c = x?c E F. 
This implies that K is a generalized quaternion ring over F, and thus 
F=Tr K=L. 
LEMMA 2. Let &8 E K*, and 0 # 8. And let L be an additive group 
satisfying Tr KC L z K, and aL5 E L for all a E K. I f  ,? # 1, then AtI2 E 0 
(mod L)o i = (0 + s)(B + s)- ’ for an SE L. Let D be the division ring 
generated by all the (0 + s)(O + s) ‘. Then D = K when L p F, while 
D=F(O) when LEF. 
Proof: For a E,=(e+s)(B+s) ’ with s E L we have MX = A(0 + s)A - 
Is2 = 8 + s - is] z 8 (mod L). Conversely, when A # 1 and #,I E 0 
(modL), from ~f3~-8=(~-l)fI~+((e-8)~+Tr((,I-l)8)~L 
and Tr((A-1)8)EL it follows (E,-l)tim+((8-8)(A-l)~L; thus 
-s=8+(3”--1) ’ (e-8)E(E.-l))‘L(A--l)~‘=L, 1=(0+,~)(0+s))‘. 
One can verify that (a+ l)(a+ 1)-‘-G -‘= [(a+l)a-ti(a+ I)] 
a-~‘(a + 1) = (1 - aa ‘)(a + 1))’ for all a E K\K,; thus a + 1 = 
[(a+ l)(a+ 1) ~‘-tiaam.‘] ‘(1 -&z ‘). Taking u=B+s-1 (sEL) we see 
0 + s E D. In particular, 0 = 0 + 0 E D, and thus s = (0 + s) - 6) E D for all 
s~L,LcD.WhenL~FweknowD=KbyLemmal.WhenKisafield 
we have L = K,, D = L @ L8 = K. In the remaining case K # F 2 L, we have 
L = F by Lemma 1, and thus D = F@ FB = F(8). 
We shall abbreviate f(x, y) to (x, y). By an L-hyperbolic pair we mean 
a pair of L-singular pair of vectors U, v with (u, v) = 1. Such a pair {u, u} 
and a 3, E K* determine a hyperbolic transformation AU,V;j, E U(2, K, Q, L), 
sending 24 H 224 and v H P’u. 
TU(2, K, Q, L) for all SE L; thus 
A.,,,, = Pr..,Pu,.s-‘-lPP, -1Pyl E 
Au,v;j,~ TU(2, K, Q, L) for all the A in the 
multiplicative subgroup of K* generated by all 0 #SE L. For any two 
distinct L-singular lines (u) and (w ) in V we can choose u, MI with 
(u, v) = 1. Observe that p, ~, 1 E TU(2, K, Q, L) sends u H ~1 and 
u’ H -u. So we know that TU(2, K, Q, L) acts transitively on the set of 
L-singular lines. 
Since we have a non-degenerate anti-hermitian form f on V, a trans- 
vection in GL(2, K) can be written in the form t,,..: xt-tx+ (x, w)u, 
associated with an orthogonal pair of non-zero vectors u, w. We have 
T  uu, II = 5 u, BM’ for all a E K. T~,~ E U(2, K, Q, L) o Q(u) E L and w  = su for an 
S= s E K*, and the z,,,,. ( u is isotropic and S=s) is just the unitary trans- 
vection P~,~: x H x + (x, U)SU in U(2, K, ,f). The conjugate gP1tU+ g of r,,, 
by a g E GL(2, K) is the transvection rs,R,Uxl, with g* E GL(2, K) defined by 
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the condition (x, yg*) = (xg-‘, v) for all x, YE V. In particular, we have 
(T~,~)* = r,,, ecu. By the definition of g* we know that all (xg, yg*) = (x, v). 
And g* =g age U(2, K, f), {T~~,~, 1 a E K} is called a root subgroup of 
SL(2, K), which is uniquely determined by the orthogonal pair of lines 
{W, WI. SULK) can be generated by any two distinct root sub- 
groups. 
Now we can prove our main theorem. 
. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Take a maximal L such that N, = 
TU(2, K, Q, L) 6 X. If Xr> N,, the theorem holds. So we suppose that 
XeNN,. ThusX,=(g-‘N,glgEX)>N,, 7s”.‘i,.l.,=g117s(ju0.uggl~X~\N, 
for a g, E X and a ~~~~~~~~~ EN, with Q(u,)cL and s,eL, where x,=u,g, 
and y, =z+,g:, and (x,, y,) = (uO, uO) = 0. And we have T,,,,  “, E X0 for all 
s E L. 
Case 1. XoG WZ Kf). Thus 75,,x,,v, = prl,bo E uh K f) = W, K Q, G) 
for a 6, E KJ. But px,,bo 4 TU(2, K, Q, L); thus L # K,, possible only when 
char K= 2 and FE KJ. 8, =P.~,,~~ E X,\N, sends an L-singular ii, E I’ to 
2, = z&,2, with Q(Z,) E K,\L. pal,1 =g;‘~~,,,~&?, E X0 for all SE L. We can 
write 1, = U, + b,u, = u,P,.,,~, for an L-hyperbolic pair .(u,, v,} and a 
h E &\L. X contains P,~,..~ = pL;.lhlpul.spul,bl and P~,.~= pL;,lhlpcI,spu,.bI for 
all SE L. Thus it contains the conjugate (P.?,,” Pq,.,ISEL) = 
P,,b,(Pu,,s,P~,,~l~~L)PL.,,b,=P~~,~,N,P~,,b, of N, by pt’,,b,. For each 
0 #s E L we have A,,,,,;, E N, ; thus X contains 
-1 
P fi o1.h u,.c,;spr,.h,Au~,b,;~=pa,,h,Ps,~,.b, =pr,,.sb,.s+h,~ 
The set E= {bEKJ(pv,,b E X} is an additive subgroup of K,, containing L 
and all sb,s+b, (sEL) for a b,EKJ\L. We can take an s,~L\{0, l} 
(e.g., take s,=b2 for a bEK,\L). Hence b,=[(s,+l)b,(s,+l)+b,]+ 
(s,b,s, + 6,) + Tr(s,b,) E E\L, E contains L properly. The set 
B= (1”~ K* 1 X can send u, to JJJ,} is a multiplicative subgroup of K*, 
containing all non-zero SE L. pu,+L’,,, EN, sends U, to U, ; thus pu,,b = 
P u,:v,,,p”,,bpu,+“,., E X for all b E E. For each 0 #b E E, pu,.h E X sends U, 
to bu, +v,; thus ~b,,~+c,,, = pu;,lhpv,,, Pu,,b E x. Now pu,.bpb--‘o,.lpbu, +u,,, E x 
sends v, to b-Iv,; thus bK,EBand bEB. This shows that B?E\{O}. For 
each AEB and beE we can take a gE:X with tl,g=%v, to see 
g-‘p,,,, g = pol,zbl E X; thus XbA E E. And for any i,, A2 E K* satisfying 
&b& (i = 1, 2) we have (EL, + A,)b(i, + 1,) = Ar,bI., + ,!,bi, + 
Tr(X, 62,) E E. This shows that iiEa E E for all the a in the additive group 
R generated by B. Moreover, since B is a multiplicative group, R is a ring. 
When L @ F, by Lemma 1 we know that the subset L of R generates 
K as a ring; thus R = K. E is an additive subgroup satisfying L c Ec KJ 
and aEii c E for all aE K. All the P,~,~ with Q(w) E E and be E gener- 
ate the group TU(2, K, Q, E). Let 0 # U’E V with Q(w) E E. Then, when 
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Q(w)sL we have w=&o,g, for a gOEN, and a &EK*; thus 
Ph.,h=g$P ~, lc,bj.,, go E X for all h E E. When Q(w) E E\ L we can write 
w = u + b,u ‘for an L-hyperbolic pair {u, u ) and a b, E E; thus 
Pw,h' P,;;&L,hPv,ho E X for all h E E. This shows that X contains all the P,~,~ 
with Q(w) E E and h E E; thus X 3 TU(2, K, Q, E) with E 2 L, contradicting 
the maximality of L. 
In the remaining case we have LE F. If R = K, we have 
X 3 TU(2, K, Q, E) with E =I L, in a contradiction again. So we suppose 
that R c K. Denote N, = (P,,,,~, P”,,~ 1 h E E) <X. When K is a field, for 
each O#aER we have ap2ELcR; thus amm,=a-2aER. In this case R is 
a proper subfield of K, E is an R2-subspace of R, N, = 52(2, R, Q, E). When 
K is non-communative, it must be a generalized quaternion division ring 
over F by Lemma 1, and F = Tr K = L. E contains F and a b, E K,is, F, 
R?F@Fb,=F(h,).IfEgF(h,),thenEgeneratesKasaring, R=K,a 
settled case. So we suppose that EE F(b,). Thus R agrees with the field 
F(b, ), E is an R2-subspace of R, N, = 52(2, R, Q, E) again. If X & N,, 
X,#N2, X0 contains a g sending a u~Ru,@Ru, to an x=a(u,+fl,v,) 
with aE K*, and ~,EK~\E. X contains gP’pu,,g=py,,=pu,+B ,,,,,( = 
pL;,~,pu,,cpv,,p, for all SE L, where c = asa ranges over L. This implies 
P,,,~, E X, j3, E E, contradicting our assumption /3, 4 E. So we must have 
XP C42, R, Q, E), (iii) or (iv) of Theorem 1 holds. 
Case 2. X0 6 U(2, K, ,f). Thus .j’ is not alternating (otherwise 
U(2,K,f)=SW, K)>Xo). 
We can choose 5 .~,,u,,.uo E W and gl E X to make g I- ‘~.~ouo.uo g, = z,,,,,. .“, E 
X0\ U(2, K,f). If x, is isotropic (i.e., Q(x,)eK,), then y, EX: = (x,), 
sax, = ay, for an c1 E K*. Since rrOY,.l, = z.?,, l‘, $ U(2, K, f), we have tl$ K,. 
We can take an L-singular iiO~ I’ with (y,, ii,)= 1. For Z,=iio~.r,.,,,P,= 
ay, + 6, we have Q(.Z,) = Q(ay,) + Q(co) + (ay,, il,) = a f 0 (mod KJ). 
Namely, 2, is anisotropic. We can replace uo, g, by ii,, tl,,,,.l,, respectively; 
thus replace x, by K, , to reduce to the case in which x, is anisotropic. So 
we may suppose x, anisotropic at the beginning. Thus V= (x, ) I ( y, ). 
And y, is anisotropic too. 
When K is a field, we have Tr K= L = K,; thus N = SU(2, K, f ). A 
3.~ K* with 1.2 = 1 (i.e., A-’ = 1) corresponds to a gOE SU(2, K, f) = N 
sending x, H i-x, and y, c, i -~ ‘y , . For each s E K, we have r5,,,, 1’, = 
8, ‘L&U0 g, E X. Thus X contains 
g, &3 F.Xl,>, gag; 1 = 
-1 
gl Zsirl.i.m’vl gl 
=t!TlThi2r1.~~ 
-I 
g, = ~s;.4q, ug. 
We exclude the case K= F,, which was settled in Dickson [15]. So we 
assume K# F9, and try to choose IV2 $ KJ. We note that A2 E KJ only when 
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A4 = J212 = 1; thus A2 = + 1. When char K= 2 we can take ,4. = [[-’ # 1 for 
any 5 E K\ KJ to make 3L2 # 1; thus A2 $ KJ. When char K# 2 we write 
K= K,@ K,A for a A = -a~ K*. Since we assume K# Fg (thus IKJl > 3), 
we can choose I = (s, + A)(s, + A)-’ with s0 E KJ* and sg # - A2. We have 
A2 = [(sz+ A2) -2s,d][(s~+ A*) + 2s,Alp’ # + 1; thus j.* $ KJ as needed. 
Now for a chosen i* $ KJ we have K = K,C$ K,1*. And we have 
7 auo, ug = 7 s,uo Uozs2i.~u0,U0 E X for all a = s1 + s,l.’ E K (s,, s2 E KJ). X contains a 
root subgroup T= (z oug,ug 1a E K} of $32, K). And X contains a root sub- 
group z -‘Tz#TforazENnot stabilizing (~4~). ThusX>(T,z-‘Tz)= 
SL(2, K), and the theorem holds. 
In the following we assume that K is non-commutative. And we write 
y, = u1 + B,v, for an L-hyperbolic pair {u,, u1 > and a 0,r Q(yl) r0 
(mod KJ). We have x1 EL’: = (u, +80~,); thus x1 =a,(~, +&o,) for an 
a, E K*. Each b E L corresponds to a 
go=~r,,-b~(Bo+Bo)Pu,,~(Bo+h)-‘~(Bo+h)~~P”,.~h ENI 
sending x1- -a,&;‘x, andy,t+ -3.~‘y,, where I=(8,+b)(B,+b)~‘. 
By Lemma 2 we know that the above i. ranges over the non-trivial 
elements in the multiplicative subgroup A = (3. E K* I iBoA 5 O. (mod L)} 
when b ranges over L. We have 
s, ‘7,x,, .v, gO=7~rolj.,;‘rl,~i~‘.~I 
= 72-I co, ia;.‘xl, ,yl = 7,6x,, y, E x 
for all c E L, where 6 = Aa, i-a; ‘, and s = i -‘cjV ranges over L when c does. 
And thus gl 7,6x,,.v, s; ’ = 7,guo.uo E X. 
Step 1. We choose an s6 4 KJ. 
Suppose we cannot make such a choice. Then SC!? E KJ for all SE L. 
Taking s = 1 we know that 6 E KJ. And for all s E L we have SC? = 3 = 6s. 
Namely, 6 centralizes L. When L g F, S centralizes the ring K generated by 
L, ~EF*. When LsFbut charK#2, K,=L=F, ~EF* too. So weneed 
only to choose 6 = i.a, la;’ $ K,, or choose S$ F when L @ F or 
char K # 2. 
First we consider the case in which a, centralizes the division ring D 
generated by all the i = ((3, + b)(8, + b)-’ (b E L). In such a case we have 
6 = Aa, %a; = 1.‘. When char K # 2, take A = f(eo - 8,) z 8, (mod L). Then 
6= -d#O, and ((80(b)(B,+b)p11bEL}= {(-A+b)(A+b)p’Ib~L}. 
When FJ#Fj or A2#-1, we can take b,cFJ*sL with bi#-A*, and 
take i=(-A+b,)(A+b,)-‘. We have %2 = (b; + A2 - 2b,A) 
(bi+A2+2boA)-‘# +I; thusi,*#EP*=;i2, 6=l.‘$KJasdesired. Incase 
FJ = F3 and A2 = - 1, if we can find a 6, EL\ (0, k 1 } centralizing A, still 
we have i2#KJ for A=(-A+bo)(A+bo)-‘. We have K=,4,@AP, for 
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A,,, = (a - wti 1 a E K} (w = f 1). Since K is non-commutative, I KI = cc ; 
thus l/11 = CC for n =/1, or n ~,. But n = U, @ U., for UC,,= 
{h+odhd~,lh~A} c {bEAIbd=wdb} (co= +l), so IUI =x for 
U=U, or Us,. Similarly we see that W,,,={h,h,+ob,b,Ib,,h,~U} is 
infinite for o= 1 or -1. Let W= W, when I W,I = co, or W= Wm ,A when 
) W-, / = co. Then I WJ = x, d centralizes W, and WE L. We can certainly 
choose a b, E W\ { 0, k 1 }, and take jb = ( -d + h,)(d + b,) ’ with 3.’ 4 K,. 
Now we suppose char K= 2. In such a case we just take i = 8,0;-‘. We 
have j> # 1; thus jU2 # 1. Since i20,T E ,U3,1= 8, (mod L), by Lemma 2 we 
can write lb2 = &P ’ for a 8 E 8, (mod L). When L c F we have 0 + 6 E F, 
&@=8Q; thus T=j.-? # k2, j.‘$ KJ. In the other case L ~2 F we have 
i.2 E FF by our assumption. But 12c F* implies BE F*d; thus 00 = 08, 
p = 1.- 2 # jV2, i2 4 KJ again. 
Now suppose that a, does not centralize the division ring D generated 
by { (0, + b)(6), + h))’ ( h E L}. In particular, u, 4 F*. By Lemma 2 we know 
that D = K (when L g F) or D = F(8,) (when L G F). When L sZ F or 
char K # 2, from our assumption 6 = ia, la; ’ E FJ* it follows da, ;.a ,- ’ = 
(ia,) ‘.Edz,kz, I. iu,=lu,Au, ‘. Thus u,/lu;‘=u,~‘~u,, u:i,=i.uf. uf 
centralizes all the admitted 1,; hence it centralizes the division ring D 
generated by all these 3.. When L G F we have D = K, thus uf E F*. When 
L E F and char K # 2, K is a generalized quaternion ring over F, and uy 
centralizes the division ring D, generated by D = F(8,) and a,. And we 
have a, $ F(0,), (otherwise a, centralizes D = F(B,), contradicting our 
assumption); thus D, = K, UT E F* again. So we assume that u: E F* when 
L g F or char K # 2. If we have UT E F\ FJ when char K = 2, then we can 
take i. = ?a;’ E F*\ { 1) to obtain a 6 = i.u, Au;’ = A2 $ K,. So when 
L @ F and char K= 2 we assume uf E FF moreover. We try to replace 
x1 = u0 g, and y, = u0 g: by suitable x = ug and y = ug*, respectively, with 
Q(U) E L, g E: X, and Q(x) 4 K,, to reduce to the settled case in which a, 
centralizes D. Take ii,=(su))‘u, and ~i=rrJ,,,,,~Xfor a OZSEF~GL. 
Then 
and 
where ~,,=8,+s-‘ti;’ and u,=ti;‘u,. We can take a l#c~F,* (e.g., 
take c=-1 when charKZ2, or c=uf when charK=2). If 
y,=e,+s-‘ii , ’ E KJ for both values 1 and c of s, then ~(0, + c - ‘a; ’ ) - 
(t3,+5;‘)=(~-1)0~~K~, Oo~(~-l)p’KJ=K,, a contradiction. So we 
can choose s = 1 or s = c to make y,,# K,; thus Q(.Z,) 4 KJ. Now we can 
replace xi, y, by Zi, J,; thus replace a, by u2=~~‘u,=s,u~ with 
.so=a;‘u,’ EL and UT E F*. And then, repeating this process we can 
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replace a, by a3 = ti; la, = a, i ~ ‘ai E F*, to reduce to a settled case. Now we 
consider the remaining case L c F and char K = 2. In this case, K is a 
generalized quaternion ring over F, and F= Tr K = L. For all 8 E K we 
have 0 + 0 E F; thus 88 = 00; hence 80 ~ ’ .& ~, = 1. Still we can replace 
uO, g, by (su,))‘u,, T,,,,,, for an SE I;*; thus replace a, by ti;,u,, to 
reduce to the case u,ti, = 1. So we suppose that u,ti, = 1, a, =a,-‘. If 
a, E K,, replacing a, by ii;’ a, = 1 we reduce to a settled case. Suppose 
a, $ KJ. a, satisfies the equation uf + YU, + 1 =0 for y= Tr a, E F*. Since 
e,$K,and u,$F(B,), we can write &=5,Js,+u, +6,) for a tOgF*, and 
.Y,,EF, and a 0#b,~K, with u,b, =b,Z, =b,u;‘. Take 
/I = (e, + Tr 8, + ~os,)(e, + Tr 8, + &J ~, 
= (a1 +b,)(u, +b,)-’ = tl(u, +b,)Z 
where 5, = (a, +b,))’ (a, +b,)), E F*. We have 
kz,k7,’ = i.&(b;+u:+ru,b,u;‘) 
=~l(b:+u:+rb,)~i”,(b:+u:+ru:h,) 
3 <*(a: + r’bfaf) (mod KJ). 
But a;+ r*b:aT = (ru, + 1)2 + r2bf(u, + u)* = r*(l + hf)uT (mod K,), 
with 1+ b: E F* and uf = ru, + 1 $ K,; thus r2( 1 + bf)uf $ KJ, So we have 
hq3,u;’ $ K,, as desired. This finishes the proof of the existence of a 
~s,chq, ug EXwith s,6#K, (s,gL, ~=,Iu,~,u;‘). 
Step 2. Determine the groups X3 (N,, r.rsuo.uoI SE L), where 6 = 
kz,lu;‘~K* satismlies s,dq!K, for an s,EL. 
Take an L-singular u,, E V with (u,, uO) = 1. With respect to the basis 
{ uO, uO} we can write the vectors in V as 2-dimensional rows over K, and 
write the elements of GL(2, K) as 2 x 2 matrices over K. In particular, 
~~~~~~~ = (A f) and ~~~~~~~ = (ye ~)forallleEK.DenoteE={8EKI(~ T)EX}, 
which is an additive subgroup of K containing L and all s6 (SE L). We 
have ( 2, A) E N, ; thus ( !, A)( lN y)( !, A) -’ E (A T) E X for all t3 E E. And we 
have (i r!!,) for all the 1 in the multiplicative subgroup B, of K* generated 
by L\(O). So, f or each f?EE and E.cB, we have (“i’ :)(h y)(i ,?,)= 
(& y), 102 E E. Namely, AEi E E for all j” E B, . In particular, SES E E for 
all O#SEL (and OEO=OsE trivially). For a O#,lEE with X’EE we 
have 
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First we treat the case L $Z F. Thus K can be generated by L as a ring. 
E contains L, and it contains a 0, = s, 6 I$ K,; hence it contains 
(s, +s,)O,(s, +s2)-s,O,s, -s,B,s,--Tr(s,B,s,)=s,ds, 
for all s,, s2 E L, where A = 8, - 6 = - 2 # 0. Specifically, A = 1 A 1 E E and 
&‘=A-*dlEE.Thus (;: 4o ,)EX, and AEAGEand’ p’EAp’~E. So we 
have A . s1 As, . A = sos2 A E E for all s2 E L and so = - ds, A E L. And we 
have all A~‘.~,~,A.A~~‘=A~‘s~s~EE (s,,s,~L); thus (s~s~A)~‘= 
Ap’sg’s;‘~E for s,,s,~L’\{0). This implies (s,s~A)E(.Y,s~A)GE for 
all s,,s,~L. On the other hand, we have (s,s,A)E(s,s,A)= 
-s,s2AEAs2s, c -E= E. Thus (s,s,A)B(s,s,A)+ (s,s,A)8(s,s,A) = 
sI s2 A0 Tr(s, s2 A) E E for all 8 E E and s, , s2 E L. In particular, we can take 
O= A-‘S,S,E E for all So, SUE L; thus s,s2s3s4 Tr(s,s,A)E E. Let c,, C*E L. 
Then when c, A #AC, (thus Tr(c, A) #O) we can take s, = 1, s2 = c,, 
$3 = c2, and s4 = (Tr(c, A))-’ to see C,C’~E E. When c,A #AC, we know 
c, c* = c* p’.c2c,c2~E from c;‘A#Ac;’ and c~c,c,EL. When c,A=Ac, 
(i= 1, 2) but c,cz#c2c, we have Tr(c,c,A)#O; thus we can take s, =c,, 
s* = Cl, s3=1, and s4=(Tr(c,c2A)))’ to see c,c,~E. When clcz=c~c, 
but c, $ F, we can find a cj E L not centralizing c,. From c,c3 # c7c, and 
c,(c~+c~)#(c~+c~)c, we know that c,c,~E and c,(c,t~~)~E; thus 
clc2 = c,(c,+c,)-C,C,E E. In case c, E F we take a CUE L\F, and thus 
c,+c,~L\F,c,c~=(~,+~~)~~-~~~~~E.Theseprovethatc,c~~Eforall 
c,,c,~E. And we have (c,c*) ‘=c2 ‘c;‘gE when c,c,#O. Thus 
(c,c2)E(clcZ)~E for all c,,c,~L. But we have (c,c2)E(c,c2)~E on the 
other hand; thus c,c28c,c,+c,cz8c,cz=c,cz0Tr(c,c2)EE for all 0 and 
cl, c2 E L. We use induction on k to prove that s, s2 . . s/, E E for all integers 
k > 1 and all s,, s2, . . . . . F E L. This is known to hold when k d 2. Assume k 
that k > 3, and assume that s, s2 ..sk , E E for all s,, s2, . . . . sk , E L. Let 
ozs,, $2, . . . . s,EL. When s,s,# -s2s, we can take so=(Tr(s,s,)))‘EL. 
By the inductive assumption we know that 0 = sJs4 .. sksO E E; thus 
sIs*“’ sk=s,s20Tr(s,s2)EE. When s,s2= -s?s, and charKZ2 we have 
(s, + l)s, = -s2s, + S? # -s*(s1+ 1); thus (s, + 1)s,~~~.~,-s,~~~s,= 
s,s,...s,~E. In case s,s2=s2s, and charK=2, when s,$Fwe can take 
a c2 E L with slc2 # c2sl to see s,(s2 + c2)s3..~sk-s1c2s~...sk = 
s,s,...s~EE; when s,~Fwe take a c,~L\Fto obtain (s,+c,)s,...s,- 
Cl32 . ..sk=s.,y2’.. sk E E. This proves that E contains all the products 
SIS2”’ sk of the elements s,, s2, . . . . sk (k 2 1) of L. Hence E contains the 
ring K generated by L. XB ((b y), (A :) / 8 E K) = SL(2, K). 
Now we consider the case L z F. Thus K is a quaternion division ring 
over F, and F= Tr K = L. We have 6 6 KJ and E 1 F@ F6 = F(6). And thus 
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If Xrr NZ, the theorem holds. Suppose X & N, in the following. There 
exists a geX sending a u=y,~~+~~u~ with y1,y2~F(6) to an x=ug= 
a(&,, + uO) with a E K* and 8 E K\F(6). And we have y = vg* = b(Bu, + uO) 
for a bE K*. For each 0 # CEF(~), take 2, =g-‘zLL.,,.g= T,,,~“EX and 
ii,= (hca)-‘u,. Then we have .?,=il,~,=uO+yuO and jl=z&,g:= 
<(uO+yq,) for y = (&a)-‘+8 and t= (&a)(bca)-.‘. The set A’ = 
{hKla= -.4} is a 3-dimensional space over F. So we can choose 
d,, d, E F, not all zero, such that &ha + d, /&?a E n ‘. Take c, = d, + d, 6 E 
F(6)*. Then hcu~ A’ and < = - 1 for all c =sc, with s E F*. All the 
(6sc,u)-‘+0 (~EF*) span an F-space F.(~c,u)~’ + Ft3 not lying in F(6). 
SowecanchooseansEF*tomake~=(hsc,u)-’+eCF(6).Nowwehave 
gll~,viro,iro S, = T,.?,,~, e X for E, = u0 + ‘JU, and j, = - (~1~ + vu,) with 
y & F(6). If ?/ E K,, we replace 2, by 2, ~~~~~~~~ X, thus replacing ‘/ by 
3 + 6 +! KJ. So we may assume that y$ KJ at the beginning. We can 
find a gOE N, sending .f,, L;, to I..?, , j.- ‘j7, respectively, for any 3. = 
(y + d)(y + d)-’ with do F. Thus 
for all s, E F, where s=(bca)~‘i~‘s,i,~‘(bca) ranges over F. 
I.‘= (y + d)2 (y + d)-* E F(y) = F@ Fy. We can choose dE F to make A’$ F; 
thus 1’ &F(6). X contains (A ‘;I ) and ($ 7) for all s E F. E contains the 
F-space E,=F@Fc~@F~~~=F@F~@F~, for a ~,EE~\(F@Fc?) with 
15, = -6, and 86, = S26. Take e = 6, when char K= 2, or take an e E K/E, 
with 6e = eS and 6,e = e6, when char k # 2. Then J, : 8 H e ‘de defines an 
involution of K, with KJ, = { 0 E KI eJ1 = %} = E,. The subgroup 
N, = ((b y), (h 7) 18 E E2) of X is a TU(2, K, f) with respect to J, . If 
XE N,, the theorem holds. If X & N,, as shown in Step 1 we know that 
Tb6 ,uo,uo~X for all be KJ, and a S,$ KJ,. E2 KJ, @F6, = K; thus 
XE X(2, K). 
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